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INCE THE PUBLIC must suspend publication

with the issue of December sixth, it is a pleas

ure to announce that its subscription obligations for

the year 1920 will be taken over by " The New

Republic.” This transfer has been cfl'ected at our

request, and without financial consideration on the

part of either publication. Various ofl'ers had been

made for the purchase of THE Pvnuc’s name and

list of subscribers, which were declined. We hope

readers of THE Punuc will welcome “ The New

Republic ” with the genuine good will they have

always accorded to us.

‘ ‘ O apologies are necessary for starting

a paper like THE PUBLIC,” was the

first sentence in the first issue of this paper,

published April 9, 1898, on the eve of the

Spanish war. Perhaps apologies might be

more in order at the ending of the publication.

Louis F. and Alice Thacher Post, founders of

the paper, and for many years indefatigable

workers in its production, have written an

appreciative letter to the manager in which they

say: “Looking back over the twenty-two years

since we began publishing THE PUBLIC at

Chicago, we feel a. touch of sadness. On the

other hand, we realize that every issue has had

a message which will not be altogether lost after

the paper stops appearing, not even if it comes

to be altogether forgotten. These are times

in which such a paper as you and your asso

ciates have been making seems to be sadly

needed. We could wish that THE PUBLIC might

have gone on supplying that need with expand

ing influence and accumulating power. At the

same time we realize that with the changing

seasons of social progress the fruitage of one

season passes only to make way for better

fruitage in the next.”

0 6 LIMBERS” should take warning from

the experience of the English Astors

and the predicament of the present Viscount.

William Waldorf strove assiduously many

years and spent a great many good American

dollars to obtain the title of baron. And now

his son is striving as hard to renounce the title,

but without avail. Few persons would be so

indifferent to public opinion as the first baron,

who renounced his own country and endured

the snubs and slights of the world for the sake

of a. title; and it would seem that the son should

be freed from the consequences of the father’s

folly. But Parliament has voted otherwise. This

action of the House of Commons appears the

more inexplicable when contrasted with the

readiness of the British to denobilize czars,

kaisers, emperors, kings, and princes during the

war. Possibly the new Viscount might rid him—

self of the vexatious title by returning to the

country his father forswore, and becoming an

American citizen.

F we had not of recent years been “fed up”

with political novelties and social revolu

tions, the accession of a woman to a seat in the

House of Commons would have taken our breath

away. Not that a woman is a new feature in

British Government,—the scepter has been held

by Marys, Elizabeths, and Victories without

any one’s demurring,—but that middle class

England should accept the equality of the sexes

in the actual working of the government and

taxing powers seems a marvel. Yet they have

really been getting ready for just this, the

women long having had the vote in school and

local matters. What Lady Astor herself may

do will perhaps matter little,—-her stay in the
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House of Commons may prove as colorless as

that of Miss Rankin in Congress; but the be

ginning has been made. In England they need

even more than here education in the political

idea, in the processes of turning the intelli

gence and re80urces of the individual into chan

nels of public use. The world is expecting

much from women’s increasing activity in public

affairs. They should dominate the springs of

the education of the young; they should push

an unceasing crusade with the purpose of mak

ing the world not only a safe place, but a

pleasant and inspiring place, for all women and

all children.

REAT BRITAIN is liable to have 8. Labor

Cabinet in a not remote revolution of the

political wheel. It would be curious to specu

late on its probable course in respect of the

foreign policy of the imperial side of the

British Empire. While history is in the mak

ing neither Parliament nor the British people

know what is going on in the foreign govern—

ment of the realm. That is the business of the

Foreign Office and the Government for India.

The people may read the newspapers and Par—

liament has the august privilege of asking

questions. The Government answers or not,

as it pleases; if it answers it tells the truth or

lies (usually lies), as it pleases. If a Govern

ment goes out another comes in that tells Par

liament just as much and just as little as did

its predecessor. Parliaments and people may

come and go, as is their wont, but the Foreign

Government goes on forever in the hands of

the plutocratic aristocrats. It is part of the

British Constitution that the imperialism of

the Empire is the perquisite of the high born

and the well healed. Its chief imperial use is

to provide for the sons of those born to rule.

If the boasted British democracy insists on

having a hand in home and provincial or co

lonial affairs, certainly it must be kept out of

foreign affairs as touching the real simon pure

Empire in India, Siam, Egypt, etc. And the

very democratic English people have fallen in

with this aristocratic scheme of things. Hence

we find that representatives of British Labor

that come over and voice themselves in this

country exhibit a comical ignorance of the

principles underlying the constitution of the

Empire controlled by the Foreign Office and the

Indian Government. It is freely confessed, by

all who know, that the Labor Party has no men

competent to take charge of foreign affairs.

THOSE who want facts to support the pop

ular notion that all state—owned and

state-operated businesses are conducted in

efficiently, should not read the news from New

Zealand. In Wellington the other day the

New Zealand State Fire Insurance Department

laid the foundation stone of its new home and

the speakers for the occasion had an instructive

story to tell. To begin business (in 1905) the

department issued debentures to the amount of

£2,000 ($10,000). It immediately cut the

rates of the private companies 33 1-3 per cent.

on dwellings, offices, and similar risks, and 10

per cent. on trade risks. Prophets assured the

people that the taxpayer would have to make

good the losses which were inevitable, but the

department proceeded to organize to compete

with the thirty-three fire insurance companies

doing business in the Dominion. After four—

teen years of open competition, it has paid off

its original debentures and has built up reserve

funds to the amount of £214,000 ($1,070,000).

Now it proposes to reduce further the rates to

the public. Hon. G. W. Russell, formerly Min

ister in charge of the department, suggested

that some of the profits earned by the depart

ment should be returned to clients in the same

way as bonuses are distributed by the success

ful State Life Insurance Department.

EWSPAPER headlines announce that

Michigan is “shaken by the Newberry

case.” The United States Senate made a

“josh” of its investigation of the grounds of

the challenge of Mr. Newberry’s right to his

seat. But the Department of Justice took the

matter up with such diligence and pertinacity

that a Federal Grand Jury in Grand Rapids

made a report containing sensational disclos

ures, and arrests and prosecutions followed.

The Republicans stopped at nothing either in

method or expense to defeat Mr. Ford. Per

haps as mean a trick as any was one that can

by no chance be made a part of an arraignment,

which yet diverted votes dishonestly. At the

time of the campaign preceding the election

one could hear in Detroit the wily sentiment
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that “I am going to vote against Henry be

cause we need him more here than they do in

Washington.” Much was made in the contest

of Ford’s lack of the slickness and versatility

that adorn the ideal Senator. He was just an

unschooled business man. But no one can pay

close attention to the antics of the United

States Senate without coming to the conclusion

that it is imperative that we get an entirely

different class of our citizens into that body

unless we are willing to see it abolished alto

gcther. Above all, we need men in the Senate

who appreciate the close and intimate needs of

all sorts of men in the struggles and aspirations

of life. Henry Ford’s honesty and zeal and

fairness in respect of his workers would have

been telling qualifications for his activity in the

Senate. After all, however, the paramount

lesson of the Newberry episode is the extrav

agance of the Republican campaign. It is

prophetic of the unscrupulous efforts that will

be put forward in the coming Presidential con

test simply to smother the will of the people

with an avalanche of money. Already we hear

of growing millions of campaign funds recall

ing the odors of billion-dollar breakfasts.

F OREIGN points of view obtrude themselves

at every conceivable angle in life in this

country. For example, Ole Hanson was re

ported as declaring that the American man did

not care whether the Senate ratified or rejected

the treaty with its Covenant for a League of

Nations, but that he was very much concerned

to know why shoes cost twelve dollars a pair.

The whilom Mayor of Seattle was not speak

ing as an American, but was echoing the par

simonious solicitude of the Swedish peasant.

Americans of every school of thought on polit

ical or social subjects, while they were and are

very much concerned about the prices that

must be paid for the necessaries of life and

health, would nevertheless have stood far

greater hardships than any yet in sight to gain

for the world the solid advantages implied in

the work of the properly established League

of Nations. Their universal impatience with

the fatuity and futility of the Senate’s discus

sions and bickerings did not arise from their

indifference to the League, but from the con

viction that their representatives in Washing

ton were playing unworthy politics and were

incurably incompetent to understand the im4

portance of the great business they had in

hand.

EADERS of THE PUBLIC who are inter

ested in the fundamental idea for which

the paper has stood will be glad to know that

a magazine called “Taxation”-—-announcement

of which will be found on another page——will

appear in January. This magazine will be

devoted to a consideration of the great under—

lying causes of social unrest and industrial

maladjustment. It will be nonpartisan. It will

analyze the rights of the citizen and the proper

sphere of government. It will teach the dif—

ference between true capital and legal priv

ilege. It will show business men why profits

tend to a minimum, and the vast majority of

businesses fail. And it will demonstrate to

labor why wages have not risen in keeping with

labor saving inventions. In short, it will at

tempt to show the way out.

Our Relations with Mexico

NCE more the United States and Mexico

enter the zone of diplomatic hostilities.

Only great forbearance on the part of the Ad—

ministration, and a firm stand against the inter

ventionists, will prevent a resort to arms. If

conditions in Mexico were normal the arrest

of the American Consul at Puebla would mean

little to our people. If American diplomacy

had always been what it should have been the

Administration’s inquiry as to the treatment

accorded Mr. Jenkins would have caused no

feeling of resentment in Mexico.

But conditions in Mexico are unsettled. The

people are slowly recovering from a devastating

civil war. Insurrection still shows its head here

and there. And ambitious politicians prevent

the Government from functioning normally.

Still further to complicate matters, foreign

holders of concessions obtained from former

Mexican Administrations are demanding recog

nition from the present Government.

All this might have been easily adjusted were

it not for the fact that certain acts in our own

foreign policy had aroused suspicion of the

United States among some of our southern
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neighbors. It must be recognized that the

American assertion of the Monroe Doctrine has

generally been put forth in an offensive man—

ner. Instead of joining with the other Ameri

can countries to repel European intrusion, we

have assumed complete responsibility for the

Western Hemisphere, and have arrogated to

ourselves the right to say what is intrusion.

This is, to say the least, humiliating to our

neighbors, and when taken in connection with

some of our acts is not altogether reassuring.

The Panama incident is still fresh in the public

mind. To recognize a. seceding state within a

few hours of its break with the mother country

-—when it was to our financial interest—would

in any event have been a disturbing element;

but to have an American President go about

the country boasting that he “took” Panama.

may well make southern statesmen wonder when

another American President may be seized with

the notion of “taking” something else that he

thinks his country should have.

What is most needed at this time is the spirit

that invoked the aid of the A B C powers dur

ing an earlier misunderstanding with Mexico.

The growing tendency of the press of Central

and South America to refer to Mexico as “the

sentinel of Latin America” should spur us to

a. course not so much of repelling intruders

from Europe or Asia as of convincing our

neighbors that we mean them no harm. As long

as the United States presumes to dictate the

foreign policy of the Western Hemisphere there

will be jealousies and misunderstandings.

If Americans will but recall the embarrass

ment of the United States when Italy demanded

protection for her nationals who were taken

out of prison in New Orleans by a mob and

banged, they may appreciate the position of

the Mexican Government. If the Mexican

Consul at Chicago were to be jailed by an

Illinois court, what answer would be made to

protests of his Government other than the

answer made by the Mexican Government to

our protests? There is no call for interference

in behalf of Jenkins either by our Government

or the Mexican Government until it has been

shown that the local courts have failed. The

more politicians and speculators attempt to

precipitate war between the two countries, the

more sensible men and women should stand for

peace and law.

Constitution Making in Illinois

HE makers of the Illinois Constitution

of 1870 were so certain that the peo

ple’s needs had been met for all time that they

made the amending clause almost prohibitive.

They were so successful in drawing this pro—

vision that, although the Constitution has long

been an obstacle to progress, its amendment has

been all but impossible. Although the Legisla

ture has 204 members, 18 members of the

Senate are sufficient to block all amendments.

How much this has handicapped popular

government in Illinois may be seen in the efforts

of the people to secure the Initiative and Ref

erendum. As far back as 1902 the question

was submitted to popular vote on the Advisory

Ballot, and carried by a vote of 428,469 to

87,625. But the Legislature paid no attention

to this overwhelming expression of the people’s

wishes. In 1904 the question was again sub

mitted to popular vote, and won by 535,501 to

95,420; yet the Legislature gave no heed. In

1910 the same question carried a third time,

receiving 447,908 to a negative vote of

128,398; but with the same result as regards

legislation.

Since that time the sentiment in favor of a

new constitution has grown so rapidly that the

matter was submitted to the people in Novem

ber, and carried by a handsome majority. But

the people, distrusting the politicians who have

so long disregarded their wishes, have voted in

addition to the constitutional convention, three

mandatory provisions that must be incor

porated in the new constitution. One is the

Initiative and Referendum, which carried by a.

vote of 251,268 to 92,772—with seven coun

ties missing. The second mandatory amend

ment is the so—called “Gateway” amendment,

designed to make constitutional changes easier.

The third is to make permissible public owner

ship of public utilities. Both of these carried

by large majorities.

It is highly probable that the same forces

that have heretofore resisted all changes in the

constitution will continue their work in the con

stitutional convention. But they must by the

very law of their being submit to the people for

their approval provisions for the Initiative and

Referendum and the Gateway amendment.

With these two provisions in the constitution
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all else will be possible whenever the voters come

to an agreement.

If the conservatives and reactionaries who

have so long blocked progress understand their

own interests they will lend their aid in framing

an up‘to-date constitution.

The League

HAT have the American people said to

their Senators during the brief recess

of Congress? Have they commended the emas

culation of the Treaty? Or have they demanded

its ratification with interpretative reservations,

but without amendments?

What the people did will depend entirely

upon their state of mind. Have they been

thinking seriously on the subject? Have they

reflected upon the obligations of nations and

international responsibility? Or have they said

to themselves: What is Europe to me? Why

should I concern myself with its people? Are

not their misfortunes due to the folly of war,

and was not the war the inevitable result of

militarism of their own choosing? Because they

turned Europe into an armed camp and brought

on the world cataclysm are we at all to blame?

Did we not save the world from chaos? Must

we be forever burdened with their affairs?

If our people have harbored such thoughts,

if they have counseled their Senators after this

manner, then indeed is the treaty in a bad way.

But this is improbable. In entering upon a

new field of endeavor the American people have

encountered so many strange and unfamiliar

things that some have become confused. They

have sometimes hesitated, not because they

would shirk their duty, but because they were

in doubt as to what their duty really was.

It is not necessary to claim peculiar or ex,

clusive virtues for Americans in order to feel

assured that they will react properly when put

to the test. Even should they momentarily fail

to meet the present crisis, they will quickly

recover themselves and make the same response

that they did in 1917, when finally convinced

that democracy was in danger.

The spirit that launched a fleet and sent mil

lions of men to the distant battlefields of

Europe to overthrow autocracy will not be

content to see the fruits of this sacrifice wasted

in irresponsible war due to our absence from

the League. That America would be sorely

missed from the council of nations is shown by

the hesitancy of the Germans in signing the

protocol before we ratify the treaty. How

much more must our presence in the League

mean to the score of little countries that have

come into being largely because of our partici

pation in the war.

Just as democracy in this country would not

have been safe with militarism triumphant in

Europe, so industry here will not thrive with

bankruptcy abroad. America is a member of

the family of nations whether we will it or not;

and if our people were governed by no higher

motiVe than enlightened selfishness we should

still assume our responsibility.

The kind of league we join is of minor

importance, for it would from the very nature

of things be imperfect; the essential thing is to

unite ourselves with the rest of the world. And

since the great thing to be achieved is harmony

we may well defer as much as possible to the

wishes of others in order that that harmony

may be promoted now while it is so much

needed. All else will be possible when we have

once made a beginning; but we must first make

a beginning. Let us have the Covenant without

handicaps if possible; but let us have it.

The National Labor Party

HE formation of the National Labor Party

at Chicago in November has set the poli—

ticians to speculating on its probable effect at

the next election. Is it merely one more of the

numerous “third” parties that come and go, or

will it meet a real national need and go on to

success? It would be hazardous to predict; but

unless human nature undergoes some violent

and sudden change, or our form of government

is altered radically, it would seem that the

chances are greatly in favor of its merely mark

ing one more metamorphosis of the American

voter.

Political parties grow; they are not made.

They are an expression of the will of the people

directing politicians what to do; they are not

a plan or scheme concocted by politicians to

control the people. The assumption that the

dissatisfied voters in one or the other of the
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two old parties can be won over to a new party

overlooks both the nature of man and our form

of government. Each election results in the

success of either the Democrats or the Republi

cans; hence, the dissatisfied member of either

party finds that his vote is twice as effective

when voting the opposite ticket as when voting

for a third party. The number who will carry

the forlorn hope year after year is compara

tively small.

In 1876, when for the first time after the

Civil War the votes cast for other than the

Democratic and Republican Presidential candi

dates rose above one per cent. of the total vote,

the Greenback Party polled 0.97 per cent.; the

Prohibition Party, 0.11; and the American,

0.03. In 1880 the Greenback vote was 3.34

per cent. of the total, with the Prohibition vote

the same as before, and the American Party

disappearing with 0.01. In 1884‘ the Green

back vote fell to 1.33 per cent., while the Pro

hibition vote rose to 1.51. In 1888 the Green—

back Party disappeared, to he succeeded by the

Union Labor Party with 1.29, while the Pro—

hibitionists polled 2.30. In 1892, the People’s

Party, made up of the farmer organizations,

the Greenbackers, and the discontented of the

old parties, rolled up 8.51 per cent. of the total

vote, the highest poll of a third party since the

Civil War. The Prohibitionists had 2.241 per

cent., and the Socialists, 0.19. The People’s

Party was swallowed by the Democratic Party

in 1896, leaving 2.3 per_cent. of the votes to be

divided among the Prohibitionists, Nationalists,

Social Labor, and National Democrats. In

1900 the six “third” parties together polled

2.8 per cent. of the vote. In 190% five minor

parties polled 5.9 per cent., of which the So

cialists cast 2.98. In 1908 six parties polled

5.4' per cent., of which the Socialists cast 2.83.

In 1912 this independent vote constituted 7.5 '

per cent., of which the Socialists polled 5.97

per cent., being their high water mark. In 1916

the minor vote dropped to 4.6 per cent., of

which the Socialists cast 3.16 per cent.

It will be seen that during forty years the

vote outside of the Republican and Democratic

Parties has varied from 1.1 per cent. of the’

total to 7.5 per cent., with the one exception

of 1892, when it rose to 10.9 per cent. Is there

any reason to suppose that the new party will

materially change this average? The Demo

cratic Party is very stupid—but it always is;

and the Republican Party is very reactionary—

which it has long been. The pro-German vote

might temporarily swell either the Socialist or

the Labor vote, but if so it is likely to fall away

at succeeding elections.

But even so, that would be no reason against

the formation of the National Labor Party. If

it should poll 0. large vote it would compel the

old parties to adopt new ideas in order to win

them back.

The Ordinary Citizen and

Foreign Policies

MERICANS have felt comparatively little

responsibility for what has been occurring

in the political arenas of other countries. The

dogma forbidding entangling alliances has re

ceived a wide and literal application in practice.

We have virtually kept our hands off of other

Continents in the idea, apparently, that that

was the logical complement of the rule that

foreign nations should leave unmolested by new

ambitions the two Americas. We have been

generous, on this account, in our judgments of

all the provincialisms of our Government from

decade to decade. But under the present Ad

ministration we have been compelled to accept

a new and very significant part in the manage

ment of the affairs of the world. The Govem

ment easily learns to adjust itself to the fresh

responsibilities in foreign fields as they develop.

But how about the people themselves?

The educated American has always had a

great deal of that sort of interest in the rest

of the world that carries no weight of responsi—

bility for the conscience or personal endeavor.

The public press, the book publishers, moving

pictures, women’s clubs, and teachers’ associa

tions have been active in spreading information

and awakening academic interest; ordinary

curiosity and the travel habit developed intelli

gence. But now we may look for a deep intel

lectual movement aiming at such a forming of

the general mind as will make the average man

and woman as competent to express an opinion

and cast a vote bearing on a foreign policy as

they are to vote on a measure of protection or

a form of taxation.

In fact, the new circumstances in which we
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find ourselves as a nation urgently demand that

the people deliberately and dispassionately

qualify themselves for the expression of their

personal convictions and determinations. Quite

apart from any respect for the past, and quite

without our will, we find ourselves living in a

world where we need the defense of the highest

intelligence. The Atlantic and Pacific now

mean little as national protectors. The air

plane and submarine have abolished all natural

boundaries as effectually as artificial ones. In

spite of ourselves, the race is to all intents and

purposes geographically one. We have had

this driven into us by the merciless hammer of

war. We might have learned it much more

pleasantly and easily from the telegraph, the

steamship, and wireless. But we have learned

it now. And it behooves us to be prepared to

make wise use of what we have learned. If for

no other purpose——then, for the purpose of

keeping out of the United States Senate men

who cannot see in the interests of mankind any

thing but a possible chance to make votes back

home.

It is a common notion that what is big or

remote is hard to understand—that it requires

an unusual exercise of the mind to take in the

significances of things foreign. But all human

interests and motives and necessities are of a

piece. If one understands the sociology and

economics of his own county he has the capacity

to understand the life and requirements of any

region on the face of the earth. If he is compe

tent to do right by his next door neighbor he

is qualified to do right by any tribe of any color

in any quarter of the earth. As G. Lowes

Dickinson has well said, in a chapter on “Demo

cratic Control of Foreign Policy”: “Foreign

questions, I suggest, are commonly simpler and

more comprehensible than domestic ones. The

difficulties connected with the former are rather

moral than intellectual. The hard thing is not

to see what would be the right thing, but to get

the right thing done, where, on every side, there

is suspicion, fear, jealousy, and bad will.” It is

of just these sinister characteristics of inter

national intercourse that we may expect to rid

ourselves by an intelligent study and under—

standing of the rest of the world. For cen—

turies China and Japan had no intercourse with

one another, and only European aggressions

forced them to a renewal of acquaintance. To

day China is more sympathetic toward pacifist

America than toward militaristic Japan. A

wide and wise knowledge of China on the part of

America will be one of the great safeguards

of the future peace of the world. It will be a

friendship that will bring a better understand

ing not only between the white and yellow races,

but between the yellow races themselves.

We may not have been to blame for the

growth of prejudices of climate and color and

religion; but we are responsible for their con

tinuance. It is an essential part of a sane

democratic education to build up the bulwarks

of defense which consist in mutual understand

ings and friendships. This cultivation of in

ternational knowledge and harmony is a mode

of civilization within reach of all sorts of men

and women. The deepest religious insight rat—

ifies the essental unity of all mankind. The

differences among men are as useful as their

similarities. It is of the heart’s blood of democ

racy that men and nations shall have a right to

their differences and peculiarities. Today as

never before it is possible to organize the peace

of the world and to combine the common good

of the race for the enrichment of every part.

A Friend to Man

HERE are hermit souls that live withdrawn

In the place of their self-content;

There are souls like stars that dwell apart

In a fellowless firmament;

There are pioneer souls that blaze a path

Where highways never ran;

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

And be a friend to man.

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

Where the race of men go by—

The men that are good. the. men that are bad—

As good and as bad as X.

Then why should I sit in the scorner‘s seat

Or hurl the cynic‘s ban?

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

And be a friend to man.

I see from my house by the side of the road

By the side of the highway of life—

The men that press on with the ardor of hope

And the men that are faint with the strife;

And I turn not away from their smiles and their tears~

Both part of an Infinite plan-—

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

And be a friend to man.

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

Where the race of men go by.

They are good, they are bad, they are weak, they are

strong,

Wise, foolish; so am I—

Then why should I sit in the scorner’s seat,

Or hurl the cynic‘s ban?

Let me live in a house by the side of the road,

And be a friend to man.

-—-Sam Walter Foss.
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International Development of China

By Sun Yat~sen

ROM the battlefields of the nations to the

peaceful fields of production is a long and

hazardous journey. The battlefield, the last

four years, has been the great market of in

dustry. During the final year of the war the

daily expenditures amounted to two hundred

and forty million dollars. This productive

energy must now be turned to the arts of peace,

and to it must be added the forces of the mil

lions of soldiers who have again become pro

ducers. All together this will represent an

annual trade of more than twenty-one billion

nine hundred million dollars that must find

markets. Where can they be found?

All the commercial nations are looking

toward the future market of China as the out

let for their over-production. The condition

of trade is very unfavorable to China. The

balance of imports over exports is something

over one hundred millions of dollars gold an

nually. The market of China under this con

dition can not expand much, for soon there will

be no more money or commodities left for ex

changing with foreign countries. Fortunately,

the natural resources of China are great, and

if properly developed will create a market for

the whole world that could absorb the greater

part, if not all of this surplus war production

of twenty-one billions and nine hundred mil

lions of dollars gold 8. year.

China is the land that still employs manual

labor for production. She has not yet entered

the first stage of industrial evolution, while in

Europe and Am. rice. the second stage is already

reached. So China has to begin the two stages

in industrial evolution at once by adopting the

machinery as well as the nationalization of pro

duction. In this case China will require ma

chinery for her vast agriculture, machinery for

her rich mines, machinery for the building of

her innumerable factories, machinery for her

extensive transportation systems, and machin

ery for all her public utilities.

A market for machinery is what the war sur—

plus trade needs. The workshops that turn

out cannon can easily be made to turn out

steam rollers for the construction of roads in

China, and the workshops that turn out tanks

can be made to turn out trucks for the trans

portation of the raw materials that are lying

everywhere in China unknown to the outside

world. And all sorts of warring machinery can

be converted into peaceful tools for the general

deveolpment of China’s latent wealth. The

Chinese people will welcome the development of

their country’s resources if it can be kept free

from mandarin corruption, and if the benefit

of China can be assured as well as that of the

countries cooperating with her.

It may be feared by short-sighted people in

Europe and America that the development of

China by war machinery, war organization, and

technical experts will cause more competition

in foreign industries. I, therefore, propose a

scheme to develop a new market in China for

her own production from machinery as well as

production from foreign countries on the fol

lowing lines:

I. The Development of Communication System.

(a) 100,000 miles of railways.

(b) 1,000,000 miles of Macadam roads.

(0) Improvement of existing canals.

(l) Hangchow-Tientsin canals.

(2) Sikiang-Yangtse canals.

((1) Construction of new canals.

(l) Liaoho-Sunghwakiang canal.

(2) Others to be projected.

(e) River conservancy.

(1) To regulate the embankments and channel of

the Yangtse River from Hankow to the sea,

thus facilitating ocean-going ships to reach that

port at all seasons.

(2) To regulate the Hoangho embankments and

channel to prevent floods.

(3) To regulate the Sikiang.

(4) To regulate the Hwaiho.

(5) To regulate various other rivers.

(f) The construction of more telegraph lines and

telephone and wireless system all over the country.

11. The development of commercial harbors.

(a) Three largest ocean ports with future capacity

equaling New York Harbor to be constructed in

North, Central, and South China.

(b) Various small commercial and fishing harbors

to be constructed along the coast.

(c) Commercial docks to be constructed along all

navigable rivers.

III. Modern cities with public utilities to be con

structed in all railway centers, termini, and alongside

harbors.

IV. \Vater power development.

V. Iron and steel works and cement works on the

largest scale, in order to supply the above needs.
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VI. Mineral development.

VII. Agricultural development.

VIII. Irrigational work on the largest scale in Mon

golia and Sinkiang.

IX. Reforestation in Central and North China.

X. Colonization in Manchuria, Mongolia, Sinkiang,

Kokonor, and Thibet.

If the above program can be carried out

gradually, China will not only be the “Dump

ing Ground” for foreign goods, but actually

will be the “Economic Ocean” capable of ab

sorbing all surplus capital as quickly as the

industrial nations can possibly produce it.

The recent world war has proved to mankind

that war is ruinous to both the conqueror and

the conquered, although worse for the aggres

sor. What is true in military warfare is more

so in trade warfare. Since President Wilson

has proposed a League of Nations to end mili

tary war in the future, I desire to propose to

end the trade war by cooperation and mutual

help in the development of China. Thus shall

we root out probably the greatest cause of

future wars.

The development of America as an industrial

and a commercial nation, as all admit, has

greatly benefited the world. So a developed

China, with her four hundred millions of popu

lation, will be another New World in the eco

nomic sense. The nations that take part in this

development will reap immense advantages.

Furthermore, an international cooperation of

this kind will be the keystone in the arch of the

League of Nations, and will help to cement the

brotherhood of man.

In order to carry out this project success

fully, I suggest that three necessary steps must

be taken: First, that the various Governments

agree to joint action and unified policy to form

an international organization with their war

work organizers, administrators, and experts

of various lines to systematize and to standard—

ize materials in order to prevent waste and to

facilitate work. Second, that the confidence of

the Chinese people be secured in order to gain

their cooperation and enthusiastic support. If

these two steps are accomplished, then the third

step will be to open formal negotiation for the

final contract for the project with the Chinese

Government. For which I suggest that it be

on the same basis as the contract I once con

cluded, with the Pauling Company of London,

for the construction of the Canton-Chungking

Railway, since it was the fairest to both parties

and the one most acceptable to the Chinese

people of all the contracts ever made between

China and foreign countries.

And last but not least, a warning must be

given that mistakes such as the notorious Sheng

Shun Hwai’s nationalized railway scheme must

not be committed again. In those days foreign

bankers entirely disregarded the will of the

Chinese people, and thought that they could do

everything with the Chinese Government alone.

But they found, to their regret, that the con

tracts they had concluded by heavy bribery

with the Government were blocked by the peo

ple later on. Had the foreign bankers first

secured the confidence of the Chinese people,

and then approached the Government for a

contract, many things might have been accom

plished without a hitch. In this international

project, therefore, we must pay more attention

than ever before to the people’s will.

The Kiau-Chau Experiment in Taxation

By Arthur E.

HE attention of the world is once more

focused on Shantung, and to a. somewhat

lesser extent on Kiau-Chau. In 1899 Poultney

Bigelow, the American delegate to the Inter

national Geographic Congress in Berlin, said:

“Kiau-Chau deserves in a high degree the atten

tion of the widest circles. The development of

this colony is being watched with the greatest

interest.”

In 1899 the total trade of the port amounted

Albrecht

to about $5,000,000; in 1906 it had increased

to over $51,000,000. In addition to its impor

tance as a commercial center, Kiau-Chau has

great natural advantages, which were so im

proved by the German Government that the

port is now superior to any other Chinese port.

Kiau-Chau is situated on the peninsula of Shan

tung on the Yellow Sea, and has an area of

about 200 square miles.

Under the pretext of properly policing the
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province of Shantung, in which two German

missionaries had been murdered, Germany occu

pied Kiau-Chau on November 14:, 1897.

On the very day of occupancy the sale or

transfer of any land without the express au—

thorization of German officials was forbidden.

This measure prevented the most desirable

lands from falling into the hands of speculators,

and enabled the Government to conserve the

land in the hands of the original owners and at

a later date to acquire sites at prices prevailing

previous to the occupation. Before the Gov

ernment could attend to its municipal activities

it had to acquire possession of certain land

tracts. A lack of funds made the immediate

purchase of the land required impracticable,

and it was therefore decided to acquire options

on desirable parcels of land.

In creating an option a. contract was en

tered into by the owner and the Government.

The owners in every case retained absolute pos

session of their lands until the moment of sale.

,Before securing any option the officials made

a careful study of available tax records for in—

formation as to prices existing before the Ger

man occupation, as to ownership, and as to

such other facts as might be needed to establish

,a. valid option.

In January of the next year (1898) the port

was leased to Germany, that nation acquiring

full sovereign rights for a period of ninety-nine

years. In an official memorial of that year it

was urged that the newly created commerce

and industry be kept free from burdensome

taxes. It was suggested that the expenses of

the colony be met by taxes on ground rents,

which had greatly increased as a direct result

of the occupancy. Moreover, such a tax was in

accordance with the generally accepted princi

ples of taxation.

In the well—known “Land and Tax Ordi

nance” of September 2, 1898, these suggestions

were carried out. On that day the ordinance

was made public and Kiau-Chau was opened as

a free port.

The ordinance provided that the old Chinese

land tax be continued on those lands which had

not been acquired by the Government. The tax

has been raised several times since the passage

of the original act. The Government was also

given the authority to put up at auction any

land for which there might be urgent need. A

The Public Twenty-second Year

minimum price fixed by the Government. pro

tected the land owners whose property was thus

sold.

Much of the land acquired by option at

prices prevailing before the occupation has been

sold by the Government at public auction at

enhanced prices. Thus, the increment in value

created by the activities of the Government re

verted to it and did not enrich land speculators.

Those land owners who acquired their prop

erty from the Government, or who acquired title

since the German occupation, paid an annual

land tax of 6 per cent. on the capital value of

their land. During the first three years after

the acquisition the purchase price was used as

the basis of taxation. Thereafter the tax was

based on the owner’s valuation. If the officials

after an investigation found that the owner had

underestimated his valuation, they bought the

property at the owner’s figure and resold the

land at public auction. Undervaluation for the

purpose of evading part of the taxes was thus

effectively discouraged.

The owner of a parcel of land was required

to give notice of an intended sale and of the

selling price. To prevent undervaluation, the

Government reserved the right to buy at the

owner’s figure. The new owner was obliged to

register his title with the tax officials.

According to the original provisions of the

law, the new owner was obliged to build within

a specified time. If he failed to fulfill this re

quirement, the land reverted to the Govern

ment, which paid him half of the assessed value.

This provision often worked hardship on pros—

pective builders who, through unforeseen con

tingencies, were unable to improve their prop

erty. In times of scarcity of materials or in

times of depression the law worked particular

hardships. Furthermore, the provision was not

entirely effectual in preventing speculation.

An amendment of December 31, 1903; im

posed a progressive land value tax, the purpose

of which was to compel improvements. Under

this new provision the annual land tax of 6 per

cent. was raised to 9 per cent. per annum,

should the purchaser fail to build within the

time specified. If, at the end of the next. three

years, the owner had not improved his land,

the tax was raised to 12 per cent. per annum,

and after each three years of inactivity on the

owner’s part, the tax was raised 3 per cent. per
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annum until a maximum of 24: per cent. was

reached. After the property had been im

proved, as specified, the tax was reduced to the

normal leVel of 6 per cent.

The part of the law that has attracted the

world’s attention is the “unearned increment

tax” feature. The law provided that the Gov

ernment should receive one—third of the incre

ment in value of newly sold property. The in

crement is the difference between the selling

price and the original purchase price. Deduc

tions were permitted for improvements made

in or on the land and for other expenses con

nected with the upkeep of the property. As an

additional incentive to build, 6 per cent. in

terest upon the money spent for improvements

was deducted from the selling price.

The increment tax returns have not only been

variable, but have been insufficient to be con

A Mandatory for

sidered as an important item in the budget of

Kiau-Chau. But an important principle was

put into practice, namely, that socially created

values should be utilized by the community that

brings them about.

The levying of the increment tax, with the

other land measures, has effectively prevented

speculation and has repaid the Government for

some of the expenses incurred in improving the

city. In addition to showing the world that

property can be taxed in such a manner as to

benefit the community, the results of this sys

tem of taxation showed the necessity of not

only not penalizing improvements but of en—

couraging them.

If the city of Kiau-Chau is to remain in the

possession of Japan, will the increment tax and

other land policies be continued or will a. less

efficient system take its place?

the United States

By Lucia Ames Mead

National Secretary of Woman's Peace Party; Lecturer on International Arbitration, Economic, and Social

Questions; Author of “Patriotism and the New Intornationaliam,” “Swords and Plowaharcs,” Etc.

F all the wretched peoples in this suffering

world today, none ought so to appeal to

America’s heart and conscience as Armenia.

Suffering Belgium is yet free and has begun

recuperation. Poland, united, independent,

spite of famine and tumult, is beginning pro—

gress toward safety and prosperity. Serbia,

guilty of inflicting as well as of suffering in

justice, is free and beginning to recuperate.

But Armenia, a helpless victim of Turkish fury,

a. brave fighter for freedom, is still under the

heel of the Moslem and in dread of extinction

by fanatical hordes before the only nation that

can help her comes to the rescue.

Belgian deportations by train were cruel;

but forced marches over waterless deserts, leav

ing the roads lined with the skeletons of the

fallen, marked a far worse deportation of the

hapless Armenians. As every one knows, this

thrifty, capable people of Christian faith have

for 2,000 years lived in the mountainous

regions and fertile valleys around Mount

Ararat, their land touching the Black and Cas

pian and Mediterranean Seas, and for centuries

have refused to yield to their Moslem oppres

sors and win safety and ease by abjuring their

faith. The world has no such record of atroci

ties as those repeated age after age by the un

speakable Turk and no such record of grim

endurance as that of these hapless folk who

were kept unarmed by their oppressors.

British troops have until lately held off the

bloody vengeance of the Turk and Kurd, but

these troops are now being withdrawn. Great

Britain is spending about $11,000,000 a. day

above her revenue; she has in view large manda

tories and she can not police the earth. If any

relief is to come, it must come from the one

nation which Armenia implores to be her savior

—-the richest, and, in this connection, the most

disinterested nation in the world—our own.

Throughout the East our missionary colleges

have brought knowledge, love of freedom, and

hope to the oppressed. America. has a moral

prestige there which exceeds that of any other

nation. '

But at this moment, when the fate of the

League of Nations hangs in the balance and

the selfish spirit of a narrow nationalism con

trols so large a section of the Senate, nothing.
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but a. wide-spread public sentiment can save

Armenia from danger of extinction. Armenia.

cannot wait. Disheartening cablegrams have

come, indicating the resumption of attacks by

Turk and Tartar.

Assertions have been repeatedly made that

our mandate over Armenia would involve the

sending of 150,000 soldiers to replace those

that Great Britain is withdrawing. This is a

wild miscalculation according to Mr. Charles

R. Crane and President King of Oberlin Col

lege, who have just reported to the Peace Con~

ference their investigations in the Near East.

They claim that only a native gendarmerie

under American officers would be necessary to

protect Armenia. The treaty with Turkey is

not yet published, but it will doubtless provide

for as drastic a curtailment of Turkey’s mili

tary power as has been decreed for Germany.

If her people of 65,000,000 are to have in a

few months their army reduced to 100,000 and

their forts, munitions, and military training

proportionately cut down, surely Turkey will

be practically disarmed. Turkey once dis

armed, Armenia is safe. The bugaboo of send

ing an American army overseas is being fos

tered by those who do not want us to be en

gaged in “muddling and meddling,” to use Sen

ator Lodge’s words, with the “squabbles” of

little states.

Word comes from London that General

Antranik, one of the great heroes of the war,

is soon to come here to make his appeal for

the starving, naked peoples who face the rigors

of winter in his blood-soaked land. Apparently

American women are now preparing to wrap

themselves in costly furs and clothes more ex

travagantly than ever; the jeweler here was

never more prosperous and busy. Our number

of millionaires in two years of war increased

from 14,000 to over 22,000. One cannot but

believe that, if the remnant of Armenia that is

left perishes, her blood will be upon our heads.

Now the question comes, if we accept a man

date, how inclusive shall it be? Over Armenia

alone, or over an undivided Turkey as the Pres

ident of the Girls’ College at Constantinople

urges? This would preclude the independence

of Armenia so eagerly desired by Armenians.

Says Arshag Maldesian, editor of The New

Armenia: “The agitation to preserVe Turkish

national integrity is fostered by certain finan'

cial interests who believe that commercial ex

ploitation of Asia Minor will be facilitated by

continuing in its essentials the Turkish Empire.

. The Turks have lived as invaders in

Armenia for 500 years, and they must not be

kept there as the ruling force. An American

mandatory may be necessary for the Turks,

but the Armenians can govern themselves and

do not want to be associated with the Turks

in any way. We believe that the Turks should

go to Anatolia, where they will not molest their

neighbors. There is no need of protection for

Mohammedans; it is the Christians who need

protection.”

There are about 3,000,000 Armenians left

in Turkey, mostly in Armenia. If Armenia

were made independent, we are assured they

would nearly all go there. One thing seems

evident. Armenians will never be content if

they are to be under a mandatory as long as

Turkey will need to be, or if they are to be re

turned to Turkish control when the mandatory

over Turkey ends. An independent Armenia

may have one American mandatory and Ana

tolia another. That is another question. The

mandatory over Armenia would need to last

only until this industrious, able people can be

rehabilitated—they themselves estimate, per—

haps five years. Armenians are far superior in

education and enterprise to the Turks, who may

need a mandatory for half a century to come,

until they have learned to work instead of living

by robbery.

Dr. James L. Barton, in charge of the Ameri

can funds in the Near East and an expert on the

Turkish problem, has just said on his arrival

from the East:

There are administrative reasons why the same

mandate should be given over Turkey and Armenia, but

with no connection between the governments of the two;

the government of Armenia should be wholly separate

from the government of Turkey, the one being on the

basis of Christian law, the other on the basis of Moham

medan law. Armenia must be guaranteed from ever

again coming under the rule of the Turk. If one man—

date covers both, the whole country can be best devel

oped, but the mandate will be wholly different in the

two cases.

I asked the President of Armenia how many Ameri

can troops would be required, in addition to their own

forces, to guarantee protection. His re ly was, not

more than 2,000. Colonel Haskell, the A lied commis

sioner for Armenia and now there, said that to insure

perfect order without firing a gun a reénforced brigade

consisting of two regiments of infantry, a' machine gun

battalion, a battalion of field artillery, a squadron of

reconnoisance planes, and a company of signal field

troops, complete with transport supplies, etc., would be
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all that could be required in addition to the full equip

ment of the present Armenian Army. This number

could be soon reduced.

The placing of Constantinople and the

waterways between the Black Sea and the Med

iterranean in the hands of an international com

mission under the League of Nations is most to

be desired by all who want peace and freedom

in the Near East. Those on the Commission

should be of absolutely disinterested nations

and should raze the forts and provide an open,

free waterway from sea to sea. With this city,

at the cross roads of three continents, made a

free port and set free from factional control

by either Greek or Moslem, the problem of

Armenia and Anatolia would be greatly less

ened. There is no reason why the United

States should not play a leading role on such

a commission as well as take a mandatory over

Armenia. If ever the Senate ratifies the

treaty, a public pronouncement of our taking

temporarily responsibility in helping the settle

ment of the age-long Turkish problem would

be a boon to humanity. It would do more than

aught else to advance America’s moral pres—

tige and her national influence.

Masses and Mushrooms

By James H. Dillard

Educator; President Jeane: Foundation for Negro Rural Schools; President of John F. Slater Fund; devoted

to the solution of Social and Economic Conditions

HEREVER one goes today he can hear

such expressions as these: “The whole

world seems crazy,” “There is nervousneSs in

the air,” “Everything is unsettled,” “Nothing

will be again as it was,” “The devil is in the

world with both feet,” etc. One would think

from the common speech of men that God is

dead and that Christ never walked the earth

preaching with calmness and confidence the doc

trine of peace and good will. Nobody is singing

Pippa’s song,—

God's in his heaven,

Ali‘s well with the world.

And yet, if we read history, We ought to

know that this present hysterical season will

pass, that the world will become sober again,

that many unsettled things will become settled,

and that many things will be just about as

they were before the earthquake. We ought

also to know from history that many things

, will be better than they were before, and that

we shall come back to the steady processes of

social development. This fact of the sure re—

turn to the steady processes should be borne

in mind in all our efforts toward reconstruction.

We should bear in mind the fact that even in

hysterical and revolutionary epochs men do

not change their old ways of thinking, their

deep-seated prejudices, their old-time beliefs,

their political creeds overnight. The growth

of the masses is not like the growth of mush—

rooms. The evolution of public sentiment de

pends upon the increase of knowledge; upon

education, upon the spread of truer conceptions

of religion; and all this takes time.

For example, the relation between the

races, especially in the South, is one of the

problems that have become more acute in the

midst of the general feeling of uneasiness and

disturbance that has inevitably followed the

debauch of war. It was natural that it should

be so. It was natural that many should think

that this time of upheaval would cause a great

and immediate change in public sentiment re

garding the relations between the races. But

it is not so. Public sentiment along traditional

lines of thought and feeling does not change

except by slow processes, and such changes as

come in their due time are then permanent and

salutary.

Meantime, and especially in a time of dis—

turbance like the present, there is the clear call

upon all who love the right to be wise and to

preach and practice good will, by word and

deed, in all possible ways. The increase of bad

feeling—and no one can deny that there is some

increase of bad feeling within the past few

months, and that there is danger of morbis

most deplorable in every way. No good can

come of it, and the man who says or does any
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thing to promote hatred is an enemy to both

races and to the good of the whole country.

Six months ago it was said that amid the

many conflicts of races there had never been

an instance in which two races, so unlike as

the white and colored races in the South, had

made in so short a time as half a century so

great progress toward mutual understanding

and cooperation. In spite of‘ all troubles and

complaints this statement could find much to

support it. When we consider that both races

in the South are but little more than fifty years

out of a system that was an affliction to both

sides, we may well marvel at the progress that

has been made. Only those can fail to see this

progress who have their eyes fastened on the

bad things and will not realize the mutual

allowances that ought to be made. That this

advancement toward adjustment of the new

relations should be set back by any widespread

propaganda of race hatred would be a dire

calamity.

Let us get back to work. The schools have

opened, and they will be at least a little better

than ever before. And perhaps the preachers

of both races will preach a little better than

ever before the gospel of the two great com

mandments.

Roosevelt

By William E. Dodd

HERE is a persistent and I think con

scious effort to create a Roosevelt myth,

a Roosevelt tradition, like that which hangs

about the names of Jefferson and Jackson and

Lincoln. There was for a time, after 1901, an

effort to create such a McKinley myth. Of

course no such thing could succeed in the case

of McKinley, who, though himself a lovable

man and a man who loved his wife, as all normal

men do, was essentially and notoriously a ser

vant of the privileged groups of his country.

Such a man can never have a halo about his

efiigy in American history.

Will the similar effort on behalf of Roose

velt, a much larger man than McKinley, suc

ceed? That is the immediate query. There

was something delightfully human about Roose—

velt. He loved his family; he preached devo

tion, of a patriarchal character, to wife and

children; he tried to make every woman in the

country feel that it was a sin not to bear as

many children as it was physically possible for

her to bear. He loved to talk of the power of

America; he wished everybody to hate a weak

ling, even when it was no fault of the weakling

that he was lame; he talked about the urgent

need of fighting for the right and of dying for

the country. The ten commandments were his

daily régimze; and all the animals of the uni

verse he made his companions. There was no

limit to the range of his interests. He was a

sort of renaissance man, in love with the world

and all that was in it. But did he love men,

common fellow men, dirty, ignorant, and pre—

judiced as common men are wont to be? That

is the question. Upon its answer will depend

the success or failure of the effort to canonize

him.

I have read Mr. Thayer’s delightful inti

mate biography, just off the press and which

will probably have a very wide circulation;

Dean Lewis of the University of Pennsylvania

undertook in his “Life of Roosevelt,” published

immediately after the death of the hero, to make

a political saint of Roosevelt without ever

recognizing the essentials of the Taft-Roose

velt conflict of 1912. He even persuaded Mr.

Taft to write an introduction to the book; and

Mr. Taft omitted to mention the unpleasant

ness of 1912, as one might expect from such a

gentleman as the ex—President. And there is

a book of Roosevelt letters to his children a

little after the manner of Uncle Remus; a book

of Roosevelt letters is soon to fall from the

Scribner’s press, and still another series of

articles is appearing in McClure’s, I believe by

J. J. Leary. The Boy Scouts of America are

seeking to make of him the ideal civic hero of

his time; and the leaders of the American Se

curity League seem to have forgotten 1912

entirely and are now calling upon men to follow

Roosevelt, dead or alive. Everybody but Pen

rose and Cannon seem to have fallen into line.

There is a saying somewhere by some wise

.11
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man, that one should beware of one’s self when

all men speak well of one. The meaning of

which, as I take it, is that when articulate men,

the men of position and of wealth generally,

speak well of a man there is some doubt of his

standing with poor and unknown men. When

Jefferson went out of office there was one loud

chorus of attack and jeering from articulate

men; when Jackson retired, Clay and Webster

and Calhoun and John Quincy Adams breathed

a sigh of relief. They had said all that men

could say about the “old scoundrel.” When

Lincoln was in his last year’s service to the

nation, Thaddeus Stevens introduced a friend

of his, in jeering manner, to “the only friend

of the President in this House” and everybody

enjoyed the great leader’s thrust. And yet

when history finally makes up its story, Jeffer

son and Jackson and Lincoln will surely be the

great Americans of their century. The enemies

of Jefi'erson and Jackson and Lincoln may be

rated as great men, but not as great Americans.

They may be counted statesmen; but their

places in the hearts of men a thousand years

hence will be small indeed. Some of them were

popular for a time, loved by great masses of

men, as for example Clay; but will the race love

them, even Clay?

That is the question men ask about Roose

velt. If he be not loved it will not be because

writers have not shed ink enough, nor because

orators have not shed tears enough. It will be

because Roosevelt himself did not love common

men in spite of their ignorance and sweat. Mr.

Thayer supplies a single sentence that may

help us. When Roosevelt returned from the

famous African hunt and after the great

parade, he was buying a book in a New York

shop. A crowd gathered about him. They

shouted hurrahs in his honor. Roosevelt re

marked to his sister a little later, “And they

soon will be throwing rotten apples at me.”

Throwing rotten apples. Of course one recalls

here the scene in the life of Jesus. But was it

contempt for the motley crowd in the man of

Galilee; or was it not that mob, egged on by

the privileged of Jerusalem, which was even

then seeking his life? Was it contempt for the

undistinguished crowd on New York’s streets

in Roosevelt or were these men the same articu

late captains of industry who were to become so

angry two years later? Much depends upon

who were the shouters that day whether Roose—

velt felt a contempt for the poor workers and

the everlastingly unknown who must ever make

up the great body of people. I do not think

the gentry of New York were there that day.

Did Roosevelt love men? That is the ques

tion that cannot now be fully answered. But

most of the evidence now available tends to show

that he did not. He talked of men like Bryan,

and even Bryan himself, as the “fringe of

lunacy.” Of course a great man doing his duty

in high office cannot put his arms around the

shoulders of every man in the street. Like

Roosevelt, he may never forget to shake hands

with the engineer of his train at the end of a

journey. But would either of these perform

ances indicate an abiding faith in and love for

common men? The people who now shout in

honor of Roosevelt are the men whose names

appear in “Who’s Who” and who have credit at

the bank. Is the great heart of inarticulate

men moved? How do people who seldom go to

the bank and who read plain English with diffi

culty feel about the man who has gone from

us? What did Roosevelt’s valet think? I be

lieve Mr. Thayer calls him an attendant. It

was a valet.

Now, these are considerations and questions

that not alone the biographers of Roosevelt

must estimate. Every leader of men must

think of them. It will mean much for Wilson a

hundred years hence and more for the cause

that Wilson represents what common men say.

I am not sure of the answer, as I have said, in

so far as Roosevelt is concerned. But it is

plain that the people who now proclaim him the

greatest of all men are not the people who have

it in their power to give immortality. The

massive monument to McKinley stands at Niles,

' Ohio, a lonely and unfrequented memorial to

that dead President, unfrequented save as con

venience dictates. Will Oyster Bay become a

second Monticello? Or will it become a mere

Niles, Ohio?

The Ego and Its Outlook

BEHIND my house are windows,

Each lit with yellow flame;

Each is a world for some one ,

Who plays the old, old game.

‘ —Charln Hamon Towns, in "A World of Windows."
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European Eminent Domain in Asia

The New Map of Asia. By Herbert Adams Gib

bons. Pages 571. New York: The Century

Company. 1919.

T HE keynote of Dr. Gibbons’s “The New Map

of Asia" is expressed in a quotation from L.

Curtis to the effect that, if it is true that in

America men must be left to govern themselves

irrespective of their ability for self-government,

it is equally true of Asia; the globe is too small

for two moralities on such a subject. And he pro

ceeds to draw the moral map of Asia with lines

and in colors that show the house of European

diplomacy in respect of Asiatic eminent domain

to have been a den of thieves.

He points out at the start, what most Britishers

have never discovered, that British foreign policy

since the Napoleonic wars has been at all hazards

to control the highways to India. Boasting at

home and in America of being a democracy, it

has in its diplomatic councils and its governmental

chambers gloried in being an imperialism. There

has been no democracy in British control of Asiatic

accessions. The conquest of India itself belonged

to a piratical past, but Dr. Gibbons recounts from

the housetops in a way that calls for penitential

tears the simon pure selfishness of Great Britain’s

aims and procedure in her last century of perfidy

and robbery in dealing with Asiatics. All this is

too evident in British policy in Siam and Borneo,

in Afghanistan and Thibet. Russia, France, Hol

land, Portugal all are tarred with the same stick

as England. Not a single European power had

conscience or heart when the rights of Asiatics

were concerned.

The significance of the volume lies in the light

it throws on China and its peril at the hands of

the European buccanecrs. Now that Russia is

laid by the heels, Japan is brought forward as

the power by which China is likely to be most suc

cessfully dismembered and looted. Dr. Gibbons is

under no illusions as to the purposes of Japan;

but he maintains that Japan would never have been

tempted to attack China if it had not been for the

success of Russia and Great Britain in securing

control of the mainland—to the peril of China

and herself. He points out that no encourage

ment is found in the attitude of the people in

Japan, while the Government is incorriginy im

perialistic. "Even among the educated, the demo

cratic spirit has not permeated."

Interesting chapters treat of Turkey's disinte

gration, Korea's tragedy, Persia's predicament,

and the experiment in Zionism. Dr. Gibbons has

instified his backers in his studies and travels.

His survey of the past is illuminating and his

appraisement of current conditions is trustworthy

and helpful. Only when he passes hasty judg

ments on men and motives in cases where the facts

are not all in, as for example, the establishment

of an experimental tribunal in a League of Na—

tions, do we blue pencil him.

The Japanese Viewpoint

Japan and World Peace. By K. K. Kawakami.

New York: The Macmillan Company. 1919.

MR. KAWAKAMI’S book is of particular in

terest when read in connection with other

recent volumes on the changes in the Far East.

Able advocates of Chinese integrity, especially,

are very severe on Japan’s record in relation to

the Mongolian Republic. Mr. Kawakami looks

sympathetically at the Japanese viewpoint, and

gives the benefit of the doubt to the land of his

patriotic affiliations. He fails to impress us with

a conviction that even with a generous interpreta

tion Japan is not blameworthy for a governmental

complicity in private loans and illicit opium traffic

calculated to make China an easy prey to the

foreign diplomatic marauder. This takes Japan

out of the class of ordinary despoilers at least of

recent years, and compels us to apply our gen

erosity to a consideration of ways that are pecul

iarly or at least more markedly oriental.

Of Japan's plea at the Peace Conference for

the abolition of race discrimination he says that

it was made for the sake of principle, and because

“she believed it to be in perfect accord with the

humanitarian ideals to which allied statesmen had

pledged themselves during the war.” He asserts

that it was the pressure of the sixty million souls

of the Mikado’s Empire that was responsible for

this demand. He holds that if they erred in their

expectations it was because of the hopes held out

by Mr. Wilson and the allied statesmen who ex

pressed the doctrine that the war was a contest in

behalf of the liberation of oppressed peoples. His

implied criticism of the action of the Peace Con

ference is based on a lack of apprehension of the

scope of that conference in its initial move

ments. It was a common and perhaps natural

mistake of many champions of manifold causes

that that was the time for the settlement of all

sorts of problems that had to do with social recon

struction and permanent peace. No doubt it was

an auspicious time for every sort of cause to regis

ter itself for future consideration, but all indi

viduals, societies, national sections, and peoples

that at first were grievously disappointed because

the Peace Conference did not prove the absolute

means of their complete salvation will in time come

to see that if the Conference had attempted every

thing it would have accomplished nothing. That

Kawakami’s idea of race equality is somewhat dif

ferent from the most liberal occidental position

is shown where he argues that the Japanese should
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be considered in a class apart from other Asiatic

races. “Japan certame has no ambition to be

the champion and mouthpiece for her numerous

and ponderous neighbors on the continent. At

the same time Japan feels that no nation should

be made an object of discrimination at the hand

of any power with which it is on a plane of

equality. . . She would fain leave it for the

Western statesmen to decide whether she should

be put in a class separate from other Asiatic peo

ples." Japan must learn that race prejudices

move slowly, and that one of the surest ways of

removing them is to show the greatest fairness

toward the peoples in her immediate contacts.

In respect of Mexico, Mr. Kawakami seems to

prove that his country has been very deliberate

and consistent in its purpose to avoid just cause

of criticism on the part of the United States.

The action of Japan in regard to the Dias mission

in Huerta's day is cited in evidence, and the fact

that when Japanese were murdered by Mexican

bandits his country abstained from any procedure

with Mexico that would annoy the American Gov

ernment. He adds: “It is hoped that Japan's

solicitude for avoiding Mexican complications will

not fail to receive due recognition on the part of

the American public. It must also be frankly

admitted that the Monroe Doctrine, to be logical

and convincing, presupposes the acceptance, on the

part of the American people, of certain restrictions

upon American enterprises and activities in that

part of the Orient where Japan has vital interest

The Monroe Doctrine is susceptible of furtht

definition, no doubt. But Mr. Kawakami shouj

know that the best American conceptions of th.

doctrine do not contemplate the American rigt

exclusive or otherwise, to exploit Mexico or

dictate its policy in business or financial rel

tions with other nations. By consequence, it do

not abrogate America's right or responsibility

respect of Japan's or any other nation's attitui

to her Asiatic neighbors near or remote.

The Church Weighed and Wanting

Standing By: War-Time Reflections in Fran.

and Flanders. By Robert Keable. New Yorl

E. P. Dutton & C0. 1919.

OME books defy the reviewer, even as tl

perfume of a flower and the flavor of a fit

defy description. Such a book is this of M

Keable's, who was a missionary of the Church I

England in Africa, and who accompanied as ehaj

lain a detachment of natives to France. His “ r

flections," chiefly on the nature of religion and i

the influence of the present church establishmer

were largely induced by war conditions, but a

fresh, interesting, and liberalizing. The flav

of the volume can best be imparted by a few e

eerpts. Speaking of his chance of seeing, whi

“ standing by,’I the unfolding of this wonderf

age, he says: “ The lesson is one’s own relati
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unimportance, and yet of one’s own unshared re

sponsibilities in the making of the future. Life

is a great machine in which each of us matters

remarkably little, and yet in so far as we do

matter we each have a unique place." Answering

the question which he himself proposes, as to why

there are chaplains in the British Army at all,

he says:

The whole question resolves itself very simply, there

fore, into a question as to whether you believe Christiani

ty to be a dogmatic, sacramental, sacerdotal religion, or

whether on believe it to be a. theistic system of ethics.

Beyond oubt, the army in France, the Y. M. C. A. and

the majority of chaplains believe it to be the latter. . . .

In litics, in religion, in social life, they ever seek fresh

fig Igaves and deceive themselves. I do not know what

Mother Eve did to kee her fig leaves in place, but

now-a-days we do it wit conventions. . . . One cannot

help feelin that nine Protestant chapels out of ten

have ceas to have any religion at all. Protestantism

seems to be largely sermons, organized relief works, and

temperance legislation. In the Church of England, then,

one is slowly suffocated. . . . The only person who has

not written about the religion of Tommy is Tommy.

The only person who has not Written about the rehabilita

tion of reli 'on is the person for whom we all want it

rehabilitat . . . . The things the average parson calls

sins, Tommy doesn’t regard as disgraceful at all; in his

heart of hearts he knows they don’t spoil a good chum.

And although he doesn’t theorize over it, I believe he

doesn’t really think God is on the side of the parsons. .

It is no use being a democrat on the one hand, and yet,

on the other, despising the opinion of nine men out of

ten. . . . There must be hundreds of priests and laymen

who see, in the searchlight of this war, that of religious

failures in history it would be hard to find one more

tragic and complete than the failure of the Established

Church of En land. That for the hundreds who see

it, there are t ousands who do not, and that for the

thousands who do not, there are tens of thousands who

do not take enough interest in a palpabl worn-out

institution to think about the matter at ali only em

phasizes the tragedy.

One cannot help wishing, as he lays down this

book, that our churches might develop such men

as Robert Keable in great numbers and send them

forth unhampsred to serve and inspire their fel

low men, each according to his own genius or bent.

We owe something to the war for having revealed

to us men like Donald Hankey and Robert Keable.

PERCY \VERNER.

An Asiatic Vade Mecum

The China Year Book, 1919-20. By H. T. Mon

tague Bell and H. G. W. Woodhead. Pages

762. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. 1919.

T HIS volume of 762 pages is full of data, sta

tistics, and general information bearing upon

the government, industries, commerce, and social

life of the people of China, with a copious index

for finding it. The growing importance of China

to the outside world makes the book of peculiar

interest at this time, when so many people are

wondering what it is all about. Many a writer,

lecturer, and man of affairs, as well as the casual

reader, will thank the authors for their service.
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China and Japan

By

B. L. PUTNAM WEALE

Author of “ The Fight for the RePubh'c in

China,” “Indiscreet Letters from

Peking,” etc.

 

 

The author has lived in China since child

hood and for the past twenty years has held

official positions of high importance in the

Chinese Government. He is one of the

great authorities on the Far East and his

book is of vital importance at this time. It

lays bare the whole situation. Words are

not minced and China’s case is given a

truthful and vigorous presentation.

“In ‘The Truth About China and Japan,’

we have just what the average earnest man

is looking for—a dependable work on the

Far East by a man who is honest, thor

oughly informed, with unusual sources of

information and with a lifelong experience

of Oriental affairs.”

——-Baltimore Evening Sun.

With Maps. $2.00

Japan 2.! First Hand

By

JOSEPH I. c. CLARKE

This volume gives the very latest facts

about Japan, gathered at first-hand by a

well-known writer on Oriental matters. It

gives a description of the Japanese people,

their country, their lives, homes, language,

religions, temples, educational system, art,

drama, industries big and little, Parliament,

politics, and finances today; and it includes

many striking pen portraits of their living

statesmen and their leaders in business.

“ The book, as a whole, is perhaps the most

useful publication on Japan and the Oriental

situation that has been put out in many

years, and is certainly one of the most fas—

cinatingly readable.”

—Ncw York Evening Sun.

With r25 illustrations. $3.50
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